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Morning in Which America?
With the perception growing that the economy has
turned a corner and is headed due north again, Democrats seem to be losing that issue as well. But there is
a worm in the apple of prosperity, and
the New York Times has spotted it.
“Hourly Pay in U.S. Not Keeping Pace
with Price Rises,” ran the headline over
July 18’s lead story: “Drop in Spending
Power May Gain Prominence as a Campaign Issue.” (The subhead to that might
have read, “At Least We Hope So.”)
The story, however, frames the decisive issue of 2004. Will news of rising
profits and new jobs eclipse the dark
side of this recovery? For scores of millions of U.S. workers, things are getting
worse.
“The amount of money workers
receive in their paychecks is failing to
keep up with inflation,” said the Times.
“On Friday, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that hourly earnings of
production workers—non-management workers ranging from nurses to
teachers to hamburger flippers to
assembly line workers—fell 1.1 percent
in June, after accounting for inflation.
The June drop, the steepest since the
depths of recession in 1991, came after
a 0.8 percent fall in real hourly earnings
in May.”
What appears to have returned is a
phenomenon Americans first came to
experience between 1972 and 1994. In
those two decades, despite the seven fat
years of the Reagan era where U.S.
workers were making impressive strides,
real wages fell 19 percent.
Now the cancer has recurred. “In June,
production workers took home $525.84
a week, on average. After accounting for
inflation, this is about $8 less than they
were pocketing last January and is the
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lowest level of weekly pay since October 1991.”
But why, when productivity is up and
corporations are flush, are workers not
demanding and getting pay raises to
compensate for inflation and to share in
the prosperity?
The answer lies in the law of supply
and demand. U.S. workers are in no
position to bargain because, in both the
U.S. and the global economy, there is a
vast surplus of labor for hire—at wages
lower than Americans are able or willing
to work.
The numbers tell the story. From the
peak of employment in 2001 to the
trough in 2003, 2.4 million U.S. jobs disappeared. Since recovery began, over a
million jobs have been created. But that
still leaves over a million jobs lost, plus
millions of workers added in three years
through immigration and natural population growth.
“[W]ith the lowest number of people
employed as a share of the population
since 1994, there is still a plentiful
supply of unused labor looking for jobs,”
writes the Times. “When Castle Harlan
advertised ... to fill 70 to 80 positions at a
Morton’s restaurant it opened in early
July in White Plains, 600 to 700 people
showed up.”
These numbers frame the issue for
Bush vs. Kerry. Is it morning in America
again? Or are we breaking up into the
“two Americas”? And the deeper crisis
remains unaddressed by either party.
In a global economy, how do U.S.
workers win steady pay hikes, when
hundreds of millions of foreign workers
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are able and willing to take their jobs at
far less pay and to work longer hours
with fewer benefits?
Does either party have a plan for dealing with the four forces driving down
American wages, permanently?
The first is deindustrialization, the
closing of U.S. factories to transfer production abroad. Some 2.6 million U.S.
manufacturing jobs have disappeared in
three years. While most of these workers found new jobs in the service economy, they are earning less.
The second is outsourcing via the
Internet of white-collar jobs to Asia.
These are not just call-center jobs, but
are in accounting, medicine, computer
programming, engineering, architecture.
Third, U.S. corporations are now
importing workers to take jobs of Americans at wages below what an American
family needs to maintain its standard of
living.
Finally, mass immigration, legal and
illegal, from the Third World is a permanent depressant on the wages of our
unskilled and semi-skilled. Why hire a
Hispanic-American who needs $12 an
hour to support his family when an
unmarried Hispanic illegal will work for
$8 an hour?
“Joe Six-Pack is under a lot of pressure,” says Ethan Harris, chief economist at Lehman Brothers, “He got a
lousy raise; he’s paying more for gasoline and milk. He’s not doing that great.
But proprietors’ income is up. Profits are
up. Home values are up. Middle and
upper-income people are looking pretty
good.”
If neither party comes up soon with a
solution to this crisis of one America
steadily rising as the other America
slowly sinks, this nation is headed for a
time of trouble. ■
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Runaway Childhood
The new tyranny of choice now begins at age two.
By Marian Kester Coombs

IN THE WORLD of Jane Austen, nothing

much ever happens. Country houses sit
in the stately midst of nowhere. Life has
precious little variety. Emma, for example, devotes half its length to plans for a
grand ball that in the end amounts to no
more than the same set of characters
dipping and twirling to the strains of
amateur musicians in a dank candlelit
hall.
Miss Austen’s characters invite each
other to dinner, read aloud, chatter over
card games, and when beginning to
fidget—they go for long walks. Their
chief if not only topic of conversation is
other people: relatives, friends, neighbors; family history, character, marital
and financial prospects; gossip, scandal,
morality tales. They may dabble at
watercolors or pianoforte, but their major
art forms are visiting, conversing, and
letter-writing. Occasionally they may
remove to an exotic spot like Bath, but
their routine once there scarcely alters.
Two hundred years later, we have
many more options. The groaning board
of all the world is spread before us as
never before, freeing us at last of our
dependency upon others for amusement, entertainment, and even companionship. Paradoxically, in a world that
boasts more human beings more mutually accessible than ever, where space

and time have collapsed and you can Be
There Then as well as Be Here Now, it is
easier than ever to opt out of the company of others altogether.
Dizzying choices have trickled down
to younger and younger ages. Preschool
for three-year-olds is no longer uncommon. Each year a higher percentage of
American five-year-olds enters kindergarten, which used to be an optional,
once-a-week sort of thing, with fingerpaint and baby dolls and edible paste.
Now the first-grade curriculum has
merged with kindergarten, training children to read, to add, and even to type on
a keyboard. For years already, parents’
magazines have been running articles on
how to slow down and let your child be
a child. As one young mother writes in
Welcome Home, “It seemed like I was
always rushing him—either out the door
in the morning, or out of childcare at the
end of the day, or upstairs for his bath,
or through his favorite book before bed.
Our time together seemed to be a stop
along the way to something else.” David
Elkind submitted his critique of The
Hurried Child way back in 1981, but if
anything the pace has grown more hectic
in the past two decades.
Once the child is in grade school,
choice proliferates further. Public or private? Montessori, Waldorf, Christian,

International Baccalaureate? Should the
child be tutored or attend an afterschool enrichment program? In this
multicultural world, should he be
immersed in a foreign language before
it’s “too late”? Does his school go back
to basics or teach unimaginatively by
“drill and kill”? Does it demand that students “own” their education or treat
them like guinea pigs in some warped
social experiment? Should the child
spend summer at a math or science
camp instead of hanging out at the pool?
Things could be worse. In China’s
mass society, children aged 3 to 12 spend
their weekends studying math, physics,
karate, and such Western attainments as
English, piano, and ballet, in order to
become little cutthroat “dragons” and
“phoenixes,” a live enactment of Dr.
Seuss’s comic nightmare “The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T.” On Monday morning they
go back to their regular classrooms.
Turning to extracurriculars, organized sports have taken over child’s play
in America. The vacant-lot pick-up game
of ball has gone the way of three-network, black-and-white TV. The June 7,
2004, issue of U.S. News & World Report
relates, in “Fixing Kids’ Sports,” that this
organizing surge was initially “driven by
soccer,” where “leagues grew like kudzu.”
Football and baseball had become too
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